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elcome to TANSEI 09. In April 2009,
the University of Tokyo ushered
in new leadership with the election of
Professor Hamada Junichi as president. The
ﬁrst part of this issue introduces our new
leader with a slogan, “Moving the Forest.”
In the roundtable discussion, the new
president gives an overview of his thoughts
on the present and future of the university,
the relationship between society and the
university, international awareness, and the
situation today on the front lines of research,
which hints at the direction in which he
will lead the university for the remainder of
his term of ofﬁce.
The second part of this TANSEI
highlights “Experimentation.” A broad
spectrum of experiments is conducted at the
University of Tokyo. Due to space limitation,
only a few of them are featured in this issue,
but I hope these will give you a sense of the
exciting work that, every day, keeps faculty
and students enthusiastically engaged until
late at night.

Takeda Hiroyuki

Ph.D

Chairperson of the Public Relations Committee
Professor, Graduate School of Science
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At the Threshold of a

New Era
Hamada Junichi
Takes Office as President
The University of Tokyo installed its first president in 1886.
Since that time, the university has made great strides forward in
its search for knowledge under the leadership of its presidents.
Hamada Junichi became the university’s twenty-ninth president
in April 2009. A new era has dawned for the University of Tokyo
in its tireless pursuit of knowledge and its persistent efforts to
fulfill its obligations to society.

Hamada Junichi
Dr. Hamada Junichi became the 29th president of the
University of Tokyo on April 1, 2009, after serving
in a number of leadership positions, including Dean
of the Interfaculty Initiative in Information Studies
and Dean of the Graduate School of Interdisciplinary
Information Studies in 2000-2002, and Managing
Director and Executive Vice President of the
University of Tokyo in 2005-2009.
Dr. Hamada specializes in information law and
policy, and received his BA, MA and Ph.D. from the
University of Tokyo in law.

The
incumbent
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Moving the Forest
Hamada Junichi

The
incumbent
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M

oving the forest. This does not refer
to the world of Macbeth or The Lord
of the Rings. Rather it speaks of the new era
that the University of Tokyo is now entering.
Six years have passed since the university
was incorporated as a national university
corporation. Under President Sasaki
Takeshi, we developed the systems and
frameworks needed for the incorporation
itself. Then, during the tenure of President
Komiyama Hiroshi, we took bold measures
to make the most of the potential inherent
in the incorporation. The reforms related
to incorporation have thus moved from
the stage of preparing the soil and planting
new trees to the stage of moving the forest
based on the solid foundation developed.
That is my sense of where we are today. The
underlying principle of my term of ofﬁce
will be moving the forest — re-establishing
the university on its new foundations so
carefully prepared by my predecessors—
making the most of the strengths that
emerge from the University of Tokyo’s very
core and ensuring their sustainability by
making good use of our post-incorporation
frameworks and the potential they hold.
The University of Tokyo is called on today
to further raise the level of its research and
to play a central role in the advancement
of Japanese and international scholarship
as we aim to reach the highest levels of
human knowledge. Through education,
we will develop talented people who can
lead humanity into the future throughout
the world by applying the knowledge they
master in their studies at the university.
Moreover, through our broad partnerships
with society the accumulated knowledge
of the University of Tokyo can offer new
vitality to the international community
and lead, through fruitful exchange, to the
creation of even more profound knowledge.
I believe that through the creation of
knowledge, through education and through
close association with society, now more
than ever is the time for the University of
Tokyo to fulﬁll its public responsibility
towards the future of Japan and of the world.
This year the university will implement
“Action Scenario : FOREST 2015” to begin
creating the University of Tokyo of 2015.
With its abundant conceptual powers, and
in its role of supporting the world through
knowledge, the University of Tokyo is
determined to forge ahead to that future.
photo: Hirokawa Tomoki
(In front of Yasuda Auditorium , 7:00 p.m.)
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A Flagship University with a Wide Range of Partnerships
The University of Tokyo bears an
important responsibility as a ﬂagship
university pioneering the future of
academia and higher education in Japan.
We will fulﬁll our key role mainly by
drawing on our education and research
activities in which we take great pride.
Society faces a wide range of challenges
today, which the University of Tokyo
will address with new academic value
and diverse education and research
programs. The University of Tokyo
spreads its academic wings not just to
the present and the future, but to the
past as well. A historically-tempered

Leadership Style:
Strong central
organization,
Strong departments,
Strong individuals
The key to my leadership style lies in
my ability to operate the university by
harnessing to best effect the strengths
of the university’s academic and
administrative staff and students. A
ﬂexible style of leadership is optimal
for the University of Tokyo where
every member of the community
possesses his or her own unique forte.
For this reason, I will create a strong
central structure bolstered by strong
individuals and strong departments.

awareness of the accumulation of
wisdom combined with a determined
effort to realize the future possibilities
of knowledge is an essential prerequisite
for the creation of human knowledge.
It is by focusing not just on scholarship
for acclaim today, but by ensuring the
sustenance and continued development
of diverse disciplines into the future,
that we can enrich the foundations of
knowledge and nurture new sources of
creativity.
Needless to say, the University of Tokyo is
not a ﬂagship university solely through

Successfully pursuing
Two Hares
In academic areas, I will endeavor
to expand education and research in
basic disciplines as well as in stateof-the-art and integrative ﬁelds. In
the area of administration, I will
pursue consistent accuracy, ﬂexibility,
and innovation. By combining the
university’s strengths in new ways,
I wil seek out the synergies that will
enhance the university’s performance
in both areas.

its own strength. Our partnerships with
society—with many Japanese national,
public, and private universities as well as
with industry, national and local governments,
and citizens—are indispensable for the
spread, diverse application, and creation
of knowledge. Through the promotion of
active collaboration with universities in
Japan and overseas and with every segment
of the international community, I aim to
develop an environment where, guided
by the principle of the “commonwealth of
knowledge,” the University of Tokyo can
apply its knowledge to the optimal beneﬁt
of society.

A Streamlined
Organization with
Smart and Speedy
Operations
I will further promote organizational
reform and work restructuring and
seek thoroughgoing compliance.
By raising management efﬁciency
through organizational streamlining,
I will create time for academic and
administrative staff to engage in
creative activities and seek the smart
and speedy operations expected of a
national university corporation.

Diversification of
Financial Sources
and Effective
Management of
Assets
By securing diverse sources of ﬁnancial
support and managing them ﬂexibly, I
will safeguard high-level education and
research activities over the long term.
I will seek to manage the university’s
assets, including our facilities and
grounds, in a more effective and ﬂexible
manner by optimizing our asset
management plan and introducing
diverse development methods. I will
also pursue the proper maintenance of
facilities and other assets.

The
incumbent
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The

Roundtable
Discussion

Commonwealth
of Knowledge
How the University of
Tokyo can contribute
to the world

What role should the University of
Tokyo play in an era of radical change?
Today, the ways in which knowledge
should shape the future of humanity
are being called into question.
On April 10, 2009, soon after the
appointment of Hamada Junichi as president of the university,
a special roundtable discussion was convened to address this issue.
The participants: President Hamada, Professor Gonokami Makoto of the Graduate School of Engineering,
and Professor Yoshimi Shunya of the Graduate School of Interdisciplinary Information Studies.
Their conversation points toward the university of the future, open to society at large.

Professor Gonokami

Professor Yoshimi

President Hamada

Roundtable
Discussion
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Roundtable
Discussion

Making a “declaration of
intent” to respond to the
expectations of society
Hamada: Let’s shift to a slightly
different subject. In thinking about the
meaning of the commonwealth for these
times, we confront such issues as the
growing inequality of contemporary
society. Economic inequality, differing
levels of technological competence, the
urban-rural divide—whether we should
call this “disparity” or take a more
charitable view and call it “diversity”
is open to question, but it is deﬁnitely
a sign of our times. How do each of you
interpret this present era to which the
University of Tokyo is compelled to
respond?
Yoshimi: Personally speaking, I think
we’re faced with a situation that might
be called a “hollowing out.” From
about the end of the 1970s onward,
there has been an acceleration and
broadening of ﬂows of capital and people
throughout the world. It’s a process of
transformation from the welfare state to
globalization, and the shift to a ﬂoating
exchange rate has played a major role
in this. Capital has become able to
ﬂow freely across national borders.
And because capital seeks areas where
labor is cheap, Japanese corporations
have gradually expanded overseas.
First to Southeast Asia, then eventually
to China. Our backbone industries
have been shifting their centers of
production overseas. “Hollowing out”
on an economic level begins with this.
And so we see an increasing number of
“marginal communities” in Japan’s rural
areas, and growing economic disparity
in the cities. And as a result, Japan has
shifted from a national model of “let’s
all become afﬂuent together” to one of
“let’s allow for inequality, and let the
winners really win.” This major trend
began to be recognized during the course
of the last decade, as the attention of
Japanese society began to be focused
upon the parts of society that were
being left behind, or hollowed out. One

a commitment
to scholarship

outrider of this was the major expansion
of temporary employment in the labor
marketplace. How did “knowledge,”
especially at the universities, respond
to this situation? The universities
have been ten to ﬁfteen years behind
developments in the society at large, not
engaging in major institutional change
until the transition to incorporated
status. Even so, universities have to
respond to social change—I think
that is the biggest challenge facing the
contemporary university. For example,
in order to respond to globalization we
must internationalize. In the sciences we
are rapidly establishing an international
presence, but in the humanities there is
still little change. On the other hand, in
the process of producing and outputting
“knowledge” in response to global
developments, there is the danger that
the content of our “knowledge” will
itself be hollowed out. There is a need
for some sort of safety net to ensure that
what has happened in the economic
sphere does not happen in the academic
sphere. Perhaps this is what “the
commonwealth of knowledge” really
is. In any case, I feel that unless we can
come up with effective countermeasures
to prevent the hollowing
out of knowledge, we
cannot guarantee the
future development of our
universities.
Gonokami: I share
Professor Yoshimi’s feelings
about the changes taking
place in the world. Since
the 1970s informationsharing and distribution
systems have made
astonishing progress,
producing a situation in
which, when something
happens, its effect is felt
overnight on the other side
of the globe. The speed of
information has surpassed
the capacity of human
beings to control it, and
this has created tensions

with the social system constructed in
the course of the twentieth century.
To cope with the speed of our times,
scholarship is required to develop the
insight to conceive of policies with a
view to the distant future, while at the
same time making those policies reﬂect
contemporary concerns. Yet even if the
speed of progress increases tenfold, I
do not think there is any need for the
university to panic. And that is because I
think society looks to the universities to
explore the future with universal values
as their watchword and shield. We need
to return to the roots of scholarship—
shared intellectual values that transcend
time—and contribute to reﬁning them.
I believe that we must create a type of
scholarship that can express a vision of a
distant future without losing sight of its
own essential nature. Moreover, in the
application of science and technology to
society, the old division of labor between
the humanities and the sciences is no
longer functional; there is a need to
grasp this process from an integrated
perspective. The division between the
sciences and humanities is merely one
of phases, I think. In the early Meiji
period (the late nineteenth century
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in Japan), when the physical science
laboratory was ﬁrst established at Todai,
“physical science” was an expression
shared throughout the world. In other
words, the physical sciences were, a
priori, a global discipline. At present,
however, not only the natural sciences
but the social and human sciences have
expanded into global ﬁelds of activity.
And so I think that Todai must transcend
the division between the sciences and the
humanities to propose a comprehensive
scholarship in service to society.
Hamada: I believe what Professor
Gonokami was just talking about could
be expressed in slightly different terms
as a declaration of intent by scholarship
vis-à-vis society. Traditionally, academic
knowledge has largely been used in its
predictive or conﬁrmative capacity, but
I think we have entered an era in which
we must look carefully at the future
direction of society as a whole, and
deﬁne the place of scholarship within it
and be very clear about our intentions.
And this is what I think will support
the university’s contribution to the
commonwealth.

Gonokami: As scholars and researchers
we have always taken a humble and
modest attitude toward the pursuit of
truth. And I think we should continue to
do so. But I do not think that expressing
a concern for why we are engaged in
scholarship or what forms it should take
is incompatible with this humility in the
pursuit of truth. In the past, scholarship
may have rather tended to avoid such
declarations of intent, but I think we
need to be forthright about expressing
them. To that end, we should place
expressing our intentions at the core of
what we are doing.

Expressing a vision for the
future of scholarship
Yoshimi: A few minutes ago Professor
Gonokami spoke of keeping an eye
on the distant future while reﬂecting
on what is close at hand, and I think
that attitude is certainly becoming
necessary in a variety of contexts in
contemporary society. Yet if you take
a look at the realities that surround
us—for instance, the issue of educating
students at Todai—I am not so sure
that we have actually
achieved such a perspective.
Students, especially our
graduate students, are
getting worn down by the
extreme uncertainties of
their future career paths. It
is very difﬁcult for them to
see what the future holds in
store for them if they choose
to continue their current
studies and research. And it
is not only their career path
that is difﬁcult to envision;
it is also difﬁcult for them
to see how their present
research will connect
with future science and
scholarship. Therefore our
commitment to scholarship
and our expression of intent
must be directed not only
towards society at large, but

scholarship
in service
to society
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to our students as well. We have to show
them a career path, and at the same time
point the way to the scholarship of the
future.
Hamada: For example, we’ve been
hearing great demand from society for
broadly educated, highly adaptable
postdocs. There’s a demand for education
that can open a variety of career paths.
Yoshimi: I think in many respects
a diversiﬁed education is becoming
necessary. But beyond that, I think we
need to progress to a stage in which
society and the universities collaborate
in the creation of new values. We need
to appeal to society with a vision of what
sort of society we want to have 30 or 50
years in the future, and work to build
a social consensus around what sort of
mechanisms we must establish to train
the people who will create that future.
Hamada: You are talking about
choosing a sort of third path, aren’t
you?—neither simply accepting the
opinions of society nor making a onesided assertion of the university’s point
of view. I think the very act of putting
such a process to work is one aspect of
the commonwealth as it is realized in the
university.

Strengthening Todai’s
international strategy in order
to serve the planet
Hamada: The University of
Tokyo considers its response to
internationalization to be an extremely
important theme for university
management. And it seems to me
quite natural to think about the
commonwealth that is the theme of this
roundtable from a global perspective.
In my inaugural address as president of
the university in April 2009, I included a
phrase describing Todai as “supporting
the world through knowledge.” Former
president Komiyama Hiroshi spoke of
“striving to reach the pinnacle of global
knowledge,” and that, too, is quite

a perspective
rooted in Asia
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important. And it got me thinking, for
what purpose should we reach “the
pinnacle of global knowledge.” The
answer, it seems to me, is in order for the
University of Tokyo to serve the planet.
What do I mean by that? Of course one
aspect of this is to make knowledge at
a very high level, gained through the
fruits of our research, available to the
world at large. But at the same time, I am
also hoping to see Todai graduates active
throughout the world in ways that will
serve the future of humanity. In other
words, I want to emphasize that we
should be serving the world not merely
through research, but in terms of human
talent. And in fact, Todai graduates are
active throughout the globe in business
and cultural activities, research, and
other areas. I’d like these activities to
be better known to the public, to build
networks to support them, and to give
them every possible encouragement.
Making today’s students aware of these
activities of Todai alumni will also be an
encouragement to them to follow this
path.

Gonokami: If Todai is to “serve the
world,” I think it has to take the form
of service to the world that is based on a
consciousness of Japan’s individuality.
After all, Japan is a rather unique
presence globally, with its highly
developed economy and culture, and the
Japanese linguistic environment we all
live within. And I think it is important
to have our students experience that
uniqueness. At the same time, we must
give them the chance to become aware
of Japan’s place in a global context.
For example, at Todai we are planning
to create an International Lodge at
the Kashiwa campus as a residence
facility for foreign students and visiting
researchers, and I think it would be
a ﬁne idea to create a village there in
which Japanese students could live
communally with overseas students.
The Japanese students could provide
support to foreign students arriving
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with limited knowledge of the Japanese
language, and the experience of sharing
daily life and chores with people from
other countries—taking out the garbage,
cleaning, doing yard work—would
help them become aware that the world
is full of people from other cultures,
with patterns of thought and behavior
different from their own.

are also applying to famous American
universities, and if they are accepted in
both places, the ﬁrst question they will
ask is “Can you offer me a scholarship?”
Our present scholarship systems are
primarily need-based, but I think in
order to attract exceptionally talented
Asian students to Todai we need to create
a strategic scholarship system.

Yoshimi: I think there is something that
is extremely important to consider in
terms of Todai’s service to the world, and
that is the fact that Todai and other toplevel Japanese universities are practically
the only universities in the non-Western
world that have the capacity to nurture
world-class talent solely within their
own academic system. For example, the
top-level universities in Korea, Taiwan,
and Southeast Asia have established a
pattern in which their graduate students
go abroad to the United States or the
United Kingdom to earn their PhDs
and then return to teach at their alma
maters. For better or for worse, the
American academic system has been
used as a structural element of their
own. But the academic system at Todai
has managed to maintain its autonomy
in terms of training the next generation
of scholars. At the University of Tokyo,
we can approach service to the world
in a different way from that of the
American or British universities, from a
perspective rooted in Asia. And I think
contributing to global scholarship from
Asia is also an important thing from the
perspective of academic diversity. So
what is it that Todai should do in service
to the world? I think, ﬁrst of all, it should
team up with the other top universities
of Asia to establish an academic system
with an Asian basis. This is an initiative
that would make a contribution not only
to Japan, but to the world as a whole.
The second thing Todai should do is to
create mechanisms that encourage the
world’s leading talent to study abroad at
Todai. Speciﬁcally, Todai should create
a strategic scholarship system that
encourages the world’s top students
to come here. The year before last, the
Graduate School of Interdisciplinary
Information Studies with which I am
afﬁliated, created a program called the
Information, Technology and Society
in Asia, taught in English. It’s a quite
interesting program engaged in research
in how information technology is
changing Asia, and we are getting
applications from extremely talented
students throughout the Asian region.
But many of these exceptional students

Gonokami: Last year, the Graduate
School of Engineering inaugurated the
Photon Science Center, which we hope
to use as a special zone for a variety
of schemes for collaboration between
academia and industry and the training
of new talent. One of the plans is to offer
training to more foreign students. But
for outstanding Korean and Chinese
students, American graduate schools
are their ﬁrst choice. So in order to
attract them to Todai, I think ﬁrst of all
we should introduce a graduate school
application process identical to that in
the U.S. And we are thinking of allowing
Japanese students to apply using this
system as well. We think we can energize
our Japanese students by putting them
in contact and competition with foreign
students who have worked hard to
come and study in Japan and who have a
clear sense of purpose motivating their
studies. In the long term, I could see this
system becoming the model for training
doctoral candidates.
Yoshimi: Scholarships and
accommodations are two issues that
must be surmounted to make such a
scheme work.
Hamada: Yes, that’s true. Scholarships
and residential accommodations are
likely to be clear criteria by which
prospective students rank universities,
when we are offering conditions and an
environment more or less equivalent
in all other respects to European and
American universities.

Nurturing a
“Commonwealth of
Knowledge”
Hamada: Today we’ve had some wideranging discussions on the theme of
a “commonwealth of knowledge.”
To me, what this “commonwealth of
knowledge” signiﬁes is Todai’s mission
to respond to the needs of our era by
reﬁning our academic offerings with a
commitment to putting the diversity and
potential that are the strengths of this
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university to work in service to society.
Gonokami: At the time of the radical
transformation brought by the
university’s incorporation, we needed
a banner to ﬂy to keep us from losing
sight of our goals. Former president
Komiyama’s challenge to us to “strive to
reach the pinnacle of global knowledge,”
clearly served as such a banner. Now,
four years later, I think we have come
to see that aiming at that pinnacle is
not enough; we need to participate in
a “commonwealth of knowledge.” The
University of Tokyo is home to almost 10
percent of all the doctoral students in the
country. I feel it is incumbent upon us
to make full use of the value that arises
from operating on this scale.
Yoshimi: I mentioned this earlier,
but the world has gone from the era
of the welfare state through a period
of neoliberalism and an emphasis on
market economics, and is now entering
a new phase I expect will last for several
decades. In this new phase, I think it is
very likely that the “commonwealth”—
in a quite different sense than that
envisaged during the era of the welfare
state—will become a key concept. And
the “commonwealth of knowledge”
that we will be responsible for will be
the academy’s answer to the challenge
of this new concept of the general
commonwealth.
Hamada: I think the University
of Tokyo’s mission will become
increasingly signiﬁcant as time unfolds.
I always say that the leadership of the
university president is the capacity to
fully mobilize the power of the faculty
and students in order to effect change
in the university itself, and the valuable
conversation I have had with you both
today has conﬁrmed my sense that this
is true. Thank you so much for taking
the time to join me here today.
April 10, 2009
In the Fubunkan Meeting Room, Faculty
of Letters Building No. 3, the University
of Tokyo

Gonokami Makoto

Yoshimi Shunya

Gonokami Makoto became a professor in 1998
at the Department of Applied Physics, the School of
Engineering of the University of Tokyo. He served
as an Executive Advisor to the University President
in 2006-2007. He is currently Director of the Photon
Science Center of the University of Tokyo.

Yoshimi Shunya became a professor in
2000 at the Institute of Socio-Information and
Communication Studies, and in 2004 at the
Interfaculty Initiative in Information Studies of the
University of Tokyo. He has been a visiting fellow
at El Colegio de Mexico, Ecole des Hautes Etudes
Sciences Sociales, the University of Western Sydney,
and Queensland University.

Professor Gonokami received his B.Sc., M.Sc., and
Ph.D. from the University of Tokyo in the ﬁeld of
Physics.

Professor Yoshimi specializes in Sociology, Cultural
Studies and Media Studies.
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Experimentation
Creating new knowledge
Throughout history, humanity has experimented constantly.
That experimentation has taken a variety of forms, in the natural sciences
and in the social and human sciences.
History has been one long challenge to create knowledge.
That challenge continues today.
Day and night, experimentation is in progress at the University of Tokyo.

The University Forest in Chichibu,
Graduate School of Agricultural
and Life Sciences:

A grand observation
experiment follows
the life of a forest
over centuries
In its seven University Forests in various parts of Japan,
the Graduate School of Agricultural and Life Sciences is
conducting long-term observation experiments
that amass data in hundred-year units.
A grand experiment on a scale beyond a human lifespan….
This time, we visited one of the experiments,
at the University Forest in Chichibu.

Akio FUJIWARA
Assistant Professor,
the University Forest in Chichibu,
Graduate School of Agricultural and
Life Sciences

A large tree in a forest gives the
impression that it has been there for ages
and will be there forever. Even when one
notices the smaller trees beneath it, one
doesn’t often think about the incredibly
low odds of any one tree surviving to
maturity. But the fact is that, in a forest,
over a period of many years, old trees
rot and die for various reasons, while
the relatively few seedlings that grow
into young trees do so against the odds,
by surviving dangers such as browsing
animals and lack of adequate sunlight
and water. These small, incremental
changes are always going on somewhere
in a large forest, but at times a rare event

like a typhoon brings sudden sweeping
change.
The only way to observe lowfrequency events occurring somewhere
in a large forest is to closely monitor
a sufﬁciently large forested area over
a sufﬁciently long period. A grand
experiment of this type is called a large,
long-term ecosystem observation plot.
At a plot established in 1994 in the
University Forest in Chichibu,
we accumulate the basic data we need to
monitor the forest ecosystem’s dynamics
by repeating our observations every 5
years.
The large, long-term ecosystem

observation plot in Chichibu consists
of 6.9 hectares of forest. The main tree
species are the beeches Fagus crenata and
Fagus japonica and the conifers Abies
ﬁrma and Tsuga sieboldii. Every one of
the 10,000 or so trees has been numbered
and its position recorded, and their size
is measured every 5 years. We also set
out nets known as litter traps to monitor
the quantities of seeds, dead twigs,
leaves, and other material that falls
from the trees. We sort the trapped litter
meticulously in the laboratory, taking
care not to miss a single leaf or tiny seed.
Measuring the girths of 10,000 trees and
counting tiny seeds is humdrum work
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Kamioka Observatory, Institute for Cosmic Ray Research

Super-Kamiokande: A giant water tank
holds clues to the mysteries of the Universe
A giant water tank, its walls lined with large detector tubes,
lies buried beneath a mountain…. Super-Kamiokande,
an experimental facility built to seek clues to the mysteries of the universe,
has drawn scientists from all over the world. Today and every day,
step by step, they face the challenges of a great experiment
that is entering territory where no human has ever gone before.

Itoh Hideo
Project Assistant Professor
(in charge of public relations),
Institute for Cosmic Ray Research

Neutrinos (denoted by the Greek letter
v) are a type of elementary particle,
the most basic building blocks of the
universe. In an attempt to capture
neutrinos, at this very moment a
v detector belonging to Kamioka
Observatory of the University of Tokyo’s
Institute for Cosmic Ray Research
(ICRR) is operating 1,000 meters
underground in the Kamioka mine,
Gifu Prefecture. The Super-Kamiokande
(SK) is a giant cylindrical water tank
containing approximately 50,000 tons
of pure water and some 11,200 sensors
capable of detecting very faint light
(photomultiplier tubes) mounted on

its inner walls. The elusive neutrinos,
which can pass through even very
massive objects with ease, interact at an
extremely low probability with water
molecules; as a result, weak light known
as Cherenkov light is emitted along the
direction of the neutrino’s motion. As the
Earth is constantly showered by myriad
neutrinos arriving from outer space, if
a sufﬁciently large mass of pure water
is placed in their path about 20 such
interactions will occur per day, giving
off Cherenkov light which enables the
neutrinos’ presence to be detected.
But why are particle physicists so
intent on capturing v? The answer has to

do with neutrinos’ properties. They have
been found to undergo a phenomenon
known as v oscillation, which, in theory,
can be utilized to obtain information
about the internal structure of the Sun
and Earth, as well as to study various
celestial phenomena. We cannot
penetrate the Earth’s core—let alone
the Sun’s—to see it at ﬁrst hand; thus,
to be able to explore its structure
while remaining on (or just below) the
Earth’s surface would obviously be an
exciting breakthrough. But while this
is theoretically possible, we are not yet
able to do it in practice. First, we need
to know the properties of neutrinos in
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The interior of SK on April
7, 2006, as installation of the
sensors to detect weak light
(photomultiplier tubes, PMTs)
neared completion. The PMTs,
50 cm in diameter, are among the
largest in the world.

The interior of SK ﬁlled with pure
water. Engineers aboard a boat
are checking the PMTs on the
walls. A slightly surreal scene.
They could almost be working on
a lake.

As the ﬁgure shows, SK is located
under a mountain. A tunnel runs
horizontally about 2 km from
the minehead at the foot of the
mountain before arriving at the
laboratory on top of SK. The lab
is 1,000 meters underground, as
measured from the summit.

minute detail. These properties are also
very important to particle physicists,
who study what the universe is made
of and how it was formed. Thus, SK is
running experiments at this moment to
obtain the desired information.
In fact, it was SK that conﬁrmed the
occurrence of v oscillation about ten
years ago. Oscillation was theoretically
predictable only if v had non-zero mass,
but before SK the experimental results
could be convincingly explained even
by then-current theories that said they
had zero mass. If particle physicists had
ruled out the possibility that neutrinos
possessed mass, however inﬁnitesimal,

not only the discovery of v oscillations
but also the wealth of information on
neutrinos that SK is yielding today
would never have been obtained. The
researchers succeeded because they
were determined to seek experimental
veriﬁcation rather than accept a
theoretical uncertainty (in this case,
whether or not neutrinos possess mass).
As the researchers continue to
work with the same determined spirit,
SK will yield many more fascinating
experimental results leading to
important insights for humanity. I hope
you will kindly support this work with
your interest.

The 50,000-ton Super-Kamiokande (SK)
observatory, a large water Cherenkov
detector for astroparticles, is an
enlarged and more sensitive successor to
Kamiokande, the observatory that detected
Cherenkov light. SK’s observations of
atmospheric and solar neutrinos were the
ﬁrst in the world to detect v oscillation
and reveal that neutrinos have mass.
This forced a rethinking of particle theory,
opening the way to the new physics.
Led by the Kamioka Observatory of the
University of Tokyo’s Institute for Cosmic
Ray Research, experiments continue today
at SK in collaboration with 28 universities
and research institutes in Japan, the U.S.,
South Korea, China, Poland, and Spain.
Thus, the giant experimental facility
operates on a truly global scale.
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Graduate School of Humanities and Sociology

A New Current of
Social Engagement in Philosophy—
The Experiment of
Experimental Philosophy
At present, “experimental philosophy” is
beginning to attract attention as the latest
development in this ﬁeld.
A new type of socially engaged philosophy
is coming into being, transcending
the framework of traditional philosophy
based on intuitions of philosophers.
In the academic world, this itself could be
seen as an experiment.

Ichinose Masaki
Professor, Graduate School of
Humanities and Sociology
Further reading on experimental philosophy

Experimentation is difﬁcult to posit as a
basis for philosophical reasoning. This
is because of philosophy’s tendency
to pursue certainty. Philosophers
tend to think of experimentation and
observation as dealing with unique,
ephemeral events, and therefore offering
no certain proof that identical results
will be replicable in future. If this is
the case, then what criterion can one
posit to establish the veracity or falsity
of a proposition? To speak bluntly, it
is nothing more than the intuition of
the philosophers. But sometimes their
intuitions are in conﬂict. And when this
conﬂict involves matters of morality and
ethics, this is no longer a purely academic
discussion—because philosophical
theories can have a real inﬂuence
on issues of people’s responsibilities
and interests. In this context, the
philosophical movement known as
“experimental philosophy” arose in
the early 21st century, suggesting the
possibility of deconstructing traditional
philosophical approaches. In contrast
to traditional philosophy, grounded in
the speculative and intuitive reasoning
of the philosopher in his study,
“experimental philosophy” represents a
new movement to go out into society to
seek veriﬁcation for the philosopher’s
intuition through empirical methods
such as the collection of statistics from
ordinary people. While it is questionable
whether the methods employed really

A website related to experimental philosophy

deserve the term “experimental,” this
is certainly a fresh approach that sets
aside the pursuit of certainty in favor of
attempting to construct philosophical
arguments grounded in human
realities. As an example, “experimental
philosophy” uses statistics to address
the issue of “intentional action” in the
following manner. When a certain
company performs the action (a) in
pursuit of corporate proﬁt, realizing that
it causes the side-effect of harming the
environment (b), the majority of people
believe that the company in question
intentionally harmed the environment;
however, when the company performs

the action (c) in pursuit of corporate
proﬁt, realizing that it causes the sideeffect of helping the environment (d),
the majority of people do not believe that
the company in question intentionally
helped the environment. Thus, we see
that the concept of “intentionality”
subsumes moral considerations. It is
quite remarkable the way this approach
reveals such an asymmetry of blame and
praise. At the same time, how fantastic
it is to see philosophy being subjected
to statistical surveys! That in itself is an
“experimental” movement. What will
come of it? I myself intend to conduct “an
experiment” to ﬁnd out.
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Graduate School of Public Policy
“Negotiation and Consensus Building” Course

Enabling Students to
Improve their Skills
through
“Negotiation Experiments”
Matsuura
Masahiro
Associate Professor,
Graduate School of Public Policy

The “Negotiation and Consensus
Building” course, offered by the Graduate
School of Public Policy, covers a wide
range of issues, from the introduction
to negotiation theory to the analysis
of public policy-making processes. It
provides students with an analytical
framework and practical tools for
negotiation and consensus building.
Although still largely unknown in Japan,
many North American professional

Instruction on
ground rules and
precautions

The students representing the
two parties to the negotiation—
Koike and Sakurai—are divided
into two separate classrooms,
and are checked whether they
have fully understood the rules
and informed of matters that
demand special attention for the
simulated negotiation. This is an
important step, for if rules and
matters that demand special
attention are not faithfully
observed, their simulated
experience will be jeopardized.

Negotiation theory, in an academic sense,
examines better ways to achieve mutual gains
among interested parties through reasonable
judgments in respect to their interests.
At the Graduate School of Public Policy,
negotiation training is offered in a course
which involves students in one-on-one
simulated negotiation exercises—giving them
a personal opportunity to experiment with
their own negotiation approaches.

graduate schools offer negotiation
training courses, and the ﬁeld has
attracted a number of researchers. The
study of negotiation focuses on analysis
of negotiations that lead to mutually
beneﬁcial outcomes—so-called “WinWin” outcomes—through reasonable
judgments by involved parties in
respect to their interests as well as on
development and analysis of strategies
for achieving win-win solutions. These
analyses draw on case studies in various
ﬁelds of practice, such as public policy,
business, and urban planning.
In my lectures I often compare
negotiation training to preparing

Negotiation
simulations

The negotiation simulations
proceed between pairs of
students. In a 30 minute
negotiation session, the
price for a parcel of land is
negotiated for an agreement.

A simulation in
progress:
Sakurai vs. Koike
In the simulation, the students
form pairs, with one student
representing a client named
Sakurai, the other representing
the client Koike. The simulated
negotiation concerns the price
of a prospective sale of a piece
of land that lies between two
parcels each of which is owned
by one of these parties.

Reporting and
evaluating the terms
of agreement

When the simulations are
completed, the class gathers
in one room. Each pair of
negotiators reports on the sale
price of the land they have
arrived at, and Professor
Matsuura gives an evaluation.

for your driver’s license test, because
negotiation involves both intellectual
knowledge and practical skills. In this
course, students learn the methods of
analysis through classroom lectures,
and then polish their practical skills
through negotiation simulations. The
negotiation simulations are sort of
like student driver training. Mistakes
are tolerated as material for reﬂection
and improvement, preparing students
for real negotiating situations (the
equivalent of highway driving). This
class teaches students an analytical
framework that they can continue to
use on their own after graduation to
evaluate and study negotiation. I also
stress the importance of developing the
capability and the habit of “double-loop”
learning—cultivating an awareness
of underlying structural problems or
issues that affect negotiations implicitly.
With “Negotiation and Consensus
Building” my goal is to train skilled
individuals who, once they have entered
the workplace, can objectively review
and reﬂect upon the negotiations they
encounter in their daily work, using
this process to reﬁne and improve
their performance, and when the need
arises, be able to propose fundamental
reevaluation of established strategies.

Two “loops” in the negotiation learning process
Fundamental reevaluation of negotiating patterns

Simulation and rehearsal of negotiation
Self-reflection/Improvement
Success

Failure
Single-loop learning

Unseen issues/Repeated failures
Double-loop learning

The study of negotiation requires not only reﬂecting upon and
correcting failures in individual negotiations, but also what is
termed double-loop learning—the analysis of recurring problems
and a fundamental reevaluation of negotiating patterns.
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the areas of activity within the brain.
From the NIRS data, we have learned that
different areas of the brain are activated
depending upon whether the infant is
looking at someone on TV or looking at
a real person.
Over the past thirty or forty years
research on infants has expanded
considerably in the United States and
Europe. As a result, we have come to
understand that infants possess a variety
of innate abilities. One example is the
capacity to perceive numbers. Fourmonth-old infants will display a reaction
when one thing suddenly becomes two.
In other words, they have a concept
of and a sense for numbers. There also
studies that indicate that infants have
an innate moral sense. In one, infants
were shown a simple animation in
which Object A is trying to go up a hill,
while Object B is obstructing it from
above and Object C is supporting it from
below. When the physical objects were
then placed in reach of the infants, they
tended to choose Object C, which is
interpreted as indicating their preference
for altruistic behavior. So before they
have been taught anything about
morality, infants already have such an
inclination or tendency. I think two
major currents in future infant research
will be research on brain science and
research on design of man-made objects.
I think this could eventually lead to the
development of a wide range of devices
that could be intuitively operated by
small children.
BabyLab
Center for Evolutionary Cognitive
Sciences, Building 17, Komaba Campus I
University of Tokyo

What is BabyLab?
BabyLab is an experimental
laboratory for research on
infants. The lab is equipped
with TV monitors, computers,
electroencephalograph units,
and other equipment, and the
room is uniﬁed with a pleasant
pastel color scheme. There is a
plentiful supply of toys, to help
put the children in a playful
mood. Great attention has been
paid to creating a relaxed,
happy, tension-free atmosphere
for the experiments.

Experiments with infants
In the photograph above, we see an experiment based
on displaying moving images on a TV monitor and
tracking the eye movement of the infant in response. One
experiment involves displaying random photos of faces
looking in different directions—left, right, up, down—while
monitoring the infant’s gaze. The tendency is for the gaze of
the infant to follow the gaze of the person displayed in the
image, and the conclusion drawn from these results is that
infants are aware of the gaze of other people. The photograph
at the right shows a researcher manipulating the images
being shown to the infant. Screened from the booth in which
the mother and infant are sitting, the researcher controls
the audio and video stimuli while monitoring the infant’s
response. Among the other experiments being conducted on
a daily basis at the lab is the use of an electroencephalograph
to monitor and record the brain activity of infants with the
aim of examining their information processing mechanisms.
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Translation—Hands-on Research
Illuminating the Future of Language
The rise of the Internet worldwide is ushering in global changes in the
way language circulates. What will the multilingual world of the future
look like from an individual and a societal perspective? By observing
translation in action, we aim to discern the shape of this new world.

Kageura Kyo
Professor, Graduate School of Education
http://panflute.p.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~kyo/

W

hen did the Japanese that we
speak today ﬁrst emerge? Think
about it, and you will see clearly that it
emerged during the second half of the
nineteenth century. After all, no one
today speaks the way people did in the
Edo period (1603–1867), and the language
that was used up until the middle of
the nineteenth century is commonly
referred to as kogo (or “Old Japanese”)
and treated as a separate discipline.
During that period, one of the major
forces shaping not only the vocabulary
but even the structure of modern
Japanese was translation. This is not a
situation unique to Japanese. Modern
German, French, and many other major
languages developed into their present
form with the help of translated texts.
With the rise of the modern nation, a
standardized form of these languages
spread through the population in a
consistent form thanks to dictionaries,
newspapers, magazines, and books that
circulated throughout the country and
provided ﬁxed ”reference axes,” as well

as to education systems that taught the
language consistently.
Prior to that, languages were far more
diverse and variable, forever merging
and splitting off and merging again.
Languages tend naturally to cross-breed,
so without ﬁxed axes to anchor them,
they are constantly metamorphosing.
What about now? People are reading
newspapers, magazines, and books less
and less. Meanwhile, the Internet has
opened the ﬂoodgates to cross-border
circulation of multilingual information.
The Internet has also made machine
translation available, and more and more
people are reading about the subjects
that interest them in various languages.
I know of an elementary-school girl
who has become multilingually literate
in her favorite subject, mushrooms,
just by accessing mushroom websites
from all over the world. One wonders if
she is even conscious of the distinction
between those languages. With the
spread of advanced information
technology, the reference axes that

“Minna no Hon’yaku”
One of the independent multilingual news sites that
have been proliferating worldwide

preserved the boundary between
languages like Japanese and Swahili are
dissolving, at least to some extent. How
will Japanese, language throughout
the world, and communication itself
evolve in the years ahead? Here, once
again, translation comes into play. At a
superﬁcial level, translation may seem
an essentially conservative activity,
predicated on clear-cut boundaries
between languages. But recalling the
role translation has previously played
in language development, we are
approaching it as the leading edge in
linguistic trends, providing a glimpse of
the shape of things to come amid these
ongoing changes in the ecology and
circulation of language. We are focusing
particularly on translation on the
Internet, since it is the Internet above all
else that has made this new circulation
of language possible.
To better understand the
translation process as it illuminates
new developments in language and
communication, we have developed
our own open translation-support and
hosting website, “Minna no Hon’yaku”
(http://trans-aid.jp/), an experimental
Web 2.0 site that makes use of advanced
language processing technology. Well
aware that such a site is meaningless
unless people use it, we have designed
it to be user-friendly and convenient
for anyone trying to translate or read
online text. (The site is already used
by a number of nongovernmental
organizations, including Amnesty
International and Democracy Now!)
Why not register and give it a try?
Language does not lend itself to
controlled laboratory experiments,
and since linguistic change occurs
over a long period of time, we realize
our research may not yield dramatic
ﬁndings during the space of our own
careers. Still, for us, there is something
irresistibly exciting about translation as
a window to the future.
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A Blood-Sugar Warning Light in Your Ear?!
Developing an Implantable
Continuous Glucose Monitor

D

iabetes is a serious lifestyle disease
affecting some 250 million people
worldwide. In Japan alone it affects
about 20 million, including those with
pre-diabetes. Left untreated, it can lead to
serious complications, including stroke,
heart attack, and blindness, which is
why diabetics need to maintain careful
control of their blood sugar. Currently
millions of diabetics have to prick their
ﬁngers or other parts of their body with a
lancet several times a day to check their
blood glucose. But since blood glucose
levels ﬂuctuate continually throughout
the day, in response to meals, exercise,
and other factors, a few tests each day
are insufﬁcient to monitor all the subtle
changes. For this reason, a simple way to
monitor blood glucose around the clock
has long been dreamed of.
Our research team hopes to meet this
need by developing an implantable blood
glucose sensor. Being implanted inside
the body, it would eliminate the need to
draw blood, thus improving patients’
quality of life. Moreover, automatic
measurement would allow the device
to quietly check the patient’s blood for
abnormal glucose levels even while the
patient was sleeping or unable to check
his or her own glucose for some other
reason, enabling continuous, round-theclock blood glucose management.
One of the avenues of research
we’ve pursued is the use of ﬂuorescent
hydrogel- microbeads that glow brighter
at higher glucose levels. The most
common means of testing for blood sugar
today is an electrochemical method that
calculates the concentration of glucose
by measuring the charge passing through
an electrode. But this requires an electric
power source and circuitry that can pose
problems for an implanted device. To
ensure reliable monitoring over a long
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Why is that mouse’s ear glowing?
Because it’s been implanted with gelatinous
microbeads that glow brighter the higher
blood glucose rises. This technology would
allow diabetics to monitor their blood sugar
around the clock, without drawing blood.
Our research is aimed at developing the
technology for commercial use.

Takeuchi Shoji
Associate Professor, Institute of Industrial Science
http://www.hybrid.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
Implanted ﬂuorescent microbeads
respond to the addition of glucose by
glowing brightly enough to be observed
through the skin. By placing a detector
near the ear, it should be possible to
create an ultra-compact system for
round-the-clock glucose monitoring.

period of time, we decided to focus on
optical glucose sensing technology as a
means of wirelessly monitoring blood
glucose levels from outside the body.
The goal was a sensor that would emit a
strong light from inside the body when
blood glucose rose too high.
The material we chose for this
purpose consists of a soft polyacrylamide
“hydrogel,” a substance with the texture
of gelatin, that is chemically bound to
an anthracene derivative containing
boronic acid, which ﬂuoresces when it
binds to glucose in the blood. With the
help of microﬂuidic device technology
geared to the manipulation of tiny
volumes of ﬂuid, we succeeded in
processing this material into uniform
beads approximately 0.1 millimeter in
diameter. Because the beads are uniform
in diameter they can travel to every part
of the body. Implanting these beads
in the thin-skinned ear of a lab mouse
(see photo) enabled us to observe from
the outside changes in the brightness
of the beads as they reacted to changes
in glucose concentration. We also
succeeded in measuring peripheral blood
glucose concentrations by observing
the changing ﬂuorescence of the beads
through the skin.

These polyacrylamide microbeads contain a
glucose-sensitive ﬂuorescent substance that
glows more intensely as blood sugar rises.
Here the beads are seen glowing brightly
under ultraviolet light in reaction to the
application of a glucose solution.

Further development of this sensor
technology could turn the dream of
round-the-clock continuous blood
glucose monitoring into a reality. Before
that can happen, however, we will need
to overcome a number of challenges,
including the problem of long-term
stability. Polyacrylamide is already used
for medical purposes, but a number of
questions remain regarding the ability of
our compound to ﬂuoresce consistently
over an extended period of time, the
optimal diameter of the implantable
beads, and the best place to implant the
device without adding to the patient’s
physiological burden. Each of these
issues must be addressed one by one.
This research is currently being
conducted as part of the Heterofunctional Integrated Device Technology
Development Project (commonly
referred to as BEANS Project), a joint
industry-academia project sponsored
by the New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization
(NEDO). We plan to forge ahead as a
well-coordinated team, our engineers
working closely with medical device
manufacturers and physicians, with
the goal of perfecting a commercial
technology in the next 10 years.

Microbeads have been implanted into the
right ear of this mouse (photographed from
the rear). Although invisible under ordinary
conditions, the ﬂuorescent glow of the beads
can be clearly observed through the skin
under black light and ultraviolet light.

Fluorescent
microbeads
implanted
in the mouse’s
right ear
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News in Brief

2009
April to
December

04
April
President’s inauguration
Professor Hamada Junichi was
inaugurated as the twenty-ninth
President of the University.
Matriculation ceremony
University Matriculation ceremony
held.
Todai Forum 2009 in the UK
The seventh Todai Forum was held in
the UK from April 27 to 30. Individual
forums were held at the University
of Cambridge, Imperial College
London, City University London and
Manchester Metropolitan University.
About 70 students, academic and
administrative staff from three
graduate schools and faculties of the
University of Tokyo accompanied
President Hamada and Vice President
Tanaka, deepening academic
exchange with students and
researchers at the United Kingdom’s
top universities.

05
May
Gogatsusai
The 82nd May Festival (gogatsusai)
held at the Hongo Campus.

06
June
Global Leadership Symposium
On 3 June, the Graduate Schools
for Law and Politics, the Faculty
of Law and the Yomiuri Shimbun
jointly sponsored the Global
Leadership Studies Commemorative
Symposium. This program has
been offered since 2009, and is
designed to foster leaders active
in the international arena. The
Commemorative Symposium
welcomed former UN Secretary
General Koﬁ Annan as speaker, and
President of the Japan International
Cooperation Agency and former UN
High Commissioner for Refugees
Ogata Sadako as commentator. The
Yasuda Auditorium was packed with
nearly 1,200 students.

08
August
Open Campus
7,200 participants visited the Hongo
Campus and 2,200 visited the
Komaba Campus for the university’s
annual open campus event.

07
July
Town meeting with UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon
On July 1st, a “Town Hall Meeting
between UN Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon and Todai Students”
was held at Koshiba Hall at Hongo
Campus with about 160 students
attending. The Secretary-General
touched on various topics including
climate change, nonproliferation, the
current economic crisis, and reform
of the United Nations in his address
on the theme “United Nations: Facing
Today’s Global Challenges.” After
his speech, the Secretary-General
answered questions from students.

Open Campus demonstration of
mobility robot
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27,821
Students

Undergraduates
Master’s students
PhD students
Professional degree students

14,057
6,719
6,046
999

3,570
9,130

Foreign researchers
visiting Todai

2008 academic year

Academic and
administrative staff

Todai researchers
dispatched overseas

2008 academic year

7,637
1,886

Europe

228

56

Oceania

28

留学生の数

International students

2,555

Africa

36

97 Countries and Regions

8,803,707
235
197 236

8,699,292 books
As of 31 March 2008

As of 31 March 2009

Patents
held by
Todai

75

95
Middle East

Fixed-term contract staff

Books at
Todai

North America
Latin America

Domestic

189

As of end March 2008

books

International

As of end March 2008

As of end March 2009

As of end March 2009

1,593,477
325,991,990
The University of Tokyo
Floor area of buildings
owned by Todai

Area of land
owned by Todai

by numbers
Figures are as of 1 May 2009 unless otherwise marked.

㎡ As of 1 April 2009

㎡ As of 1 April 2009

Even if you know the name “The University of Tokyo,” many people
probably don’t have a clear picture of the scale of the organization. So,
from the previous issue, we added a new section where we present some
data, including numbers of students, number of faculty, expenditure, and
other figures that describe the University under the title “The University
of Tokyo by numbers.” The “real” University of Tokyo emerges from its
history of over 130 years through these numbers.

Number of
vessels
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